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About This Game

Prove you have the fastest hands in the West with this high-speed virtual reality game. Practice your skills, challenge your
friends, and prove your worth as the Sheriff of town by defending it from ruffians. This is a virtual reality experience that

challenges a player's reaction time. You must control the urge to draw until you hear the signal. The round is over when only one
is left standing.

Four intense game modes: Defend the Town Mode, Time Trials, Blind Time Trials, and Online Duels.

Take on your opponents in high-speed, face to face shootouts!

The bullets are real physics objects. You can hit your target with a ricochet and even shoot a bullet out of the sky!

Compare your reaction times via leaderboards and prove you are the best of the best.

Challenge other players in real-time online duels!

Designed and built for VR: Play on both the HTC Vive AND the Oculus Rift with Touch!
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Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 SP1 or newer

Processor: Intel i5-4590 / AMD FX 8350 equivalent or greater

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce® GTX 980 / AMD Radeon™ R9 380 equivalent or greater

Storage: 1 GB available space

Sound Card: N/A
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Use Time Paradox duplicates of yourself to help solve puzzles and circumvent test chambers. Be careful not to approximate any
of your previous selfs.. Nice little puzzle game for the price. The difficulty ramps up quickly but once you get the hang of the
mechanics it gets really satisfying to clear the board.. Terrible shovelware. Crashes, bad translation among other things. Don't
touch.. Very nice game for kids.. Junk Jack is a lot of fun. There is an insane amount of blocks, collectables, recipes and
farmable plants. The combat system is pretty simple, but there are tons of biomes to discover, chests to loot, potions to brew,
and blocks to build with. The mechanics system lacks actuators (it only has a few types of input and output), but is really fun to
use and can be used to create complex logic systems. Multiplayer is a little buggy (it currently crashes when anything is thrown),
but the developers are working on it, releasing a new update for every week or two. Even as is the game has a lot of depth and
shows a lot of promise.. I recommend these two, though Mira could use some improvements (has since been buffed).
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This is a great tool for programming maya scripts (and really anything Python). Not really anthing I would change within the
program itself. It does bother me that they require internet and have a 2nd liscence verification after already clearning it with
steam that I own it, but They have very good customer support too incase you have a problem.. This is by far my favorite
volume of Friendsim.

Elwurd is a great character with some hilarious dialogue (there's a slam-poetry section, 10\/10), and all the paths with her have
good progression and depth instead of abruptly dead-ending if you don't choose the "good" option.

Kupram and Folykl aren't as much fun compared to Elwurd, so I'd recommend getting them out of the way first. They're a cute
duo with some funny bits, but their memes just aren't as fresh. I did get a hefty laugh from a hentai joke though, so you have
that to look forward to.

Definitely recommend this volume overall though, it's one of the best, mainly for Elwurd. Idk who's writing all these Alternian
waifus but they're killin' it.. The Legacy: Forgotten Gates is a casual Hidden Object Game, a nice one.
The story is good and the atmosphere\/ambiance where it takes place is great.
The graphics are really nice too.

For those who played the Lost Lands serie (same developper), the universe of The Legacy: Forgotten Gates is quite similar.
The universe is an excellent mixture of ancient civilizations and advanced technology, with a touch of magic.. all this taking
place in some kind of other world or planet.

I liked the music and the whole soundtrack, but the female characters voices (especially the young one\/teenage girl, I found
to be irritating and unrealistic).
The music is eclectic and really feats the story.

Although I usually don't like cutscenes, I have to admit that the videos in The Legacy: Forgotten Gates are beautiful. Some
of them are truly awesome, even spectacular.

The overall art style of the game is pleasant.

As far as the gameplay is concerned it's very decent and I appreciated both my playthroughs.
Good game pace.
A map allows you to quickly travel from one location to another

Puzzles\/mini-games rank from easy to average.
I liked the H.O. Scenes. They are the dynamic kind, also known as H.O. Puzzles, where you are to interact objects between
them in order to trigger other mecanisms. I find them more interesting than H.O.S. by list.

Achievements are not hard to get.

I really don't understand why so few people are reviewing or recommending this game. It's a shame because it has everything
a game requires to please H.O.Games fans : a fantastic story, a great adventure, several characters, strange funny or scary
critters..
It just lacks visibility, I guess. But considering the price it's worth giving it a try.

The Legacy: Forgotten Gates is well worth discovering !. In spite of what it tries to say, it is not an old-school RPG, and it is
the furthest thing from fun. A dumbed-down grindfest in a vaguely Roguelike style that relies upon forcing players to min-
max in order to be "hard". Every monster is essentially the same melee brute AI, and every fight the same repeated ad
infinitum. The barrels in town are more likely to randomly have plate mail armor than the chest behind the traps in the last
dungeon you completed, and low-level goblins drop better stuff than high-level minotaurs, because treasure is rubber-banded,
but enemies, bizarrely, are not. I cannot recommend this game for anyone - there are simply too many other good RPGs out
there.
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Go play Avernum or Avadon or one of those actual old-school games getting updated and re-released over Steam, instead.
Those had clever and subtle systems. This game mimics without understanding what made the classics classic.. This game is
bad. It is badly made graphic wise, story wise (for the campaign), sound wise and play wise. Everything looks bad including
the sound and talking. Everybody sound stupid in the game and well, could it be more rehashed crap we've seen 10 thousands
time the last 15 years? For god sake starcraft 1 today after 15 years is a more inovative and fun game to play than that crap
that come from who knows where.
I don't mind indie dev with poor graphics as long as the game is fun, but this crapfest is just not worth it. I got it for cheap
on black friday sale and i still feel like i got riped off.

STAY FAR AWAY FROM THAT GAME! DO NOT PRESS THE BUY BUTTON, YOU WILL LEAD A HAPPIER LIFE!.
Wow.

So I got this after seeing all of the positive feedback on this game, thinking there must be something special about this one.
But, no. It's exactly what it says and nothing more. Just because we don't have a lot of content in VR yet doesn't mean we
should be praising mediocre shooting galleries that cost 20 bucks. HordeZ is by no means perfect, but it's cheaper and kicks
this game's♥♥♥♥♥in every way.

Just save your money for something that isn't a lame cash-in.. It's only fun if your super scared. dis is jost su swagolicious.. i
would recmend it because there are 5 islands of the same airport but the islands are super close together so its like a 5 to 10
minute flight to each island. I hope they put out more adventures for this. If the art and the blurb appeal to you, its hard to
imagine you won't enjoy it.
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